
As an internationally renowned Peak Performance Expert, Keynote Speaker and Best Selling Author, 
Edward R. Muñoz has spoken in 37 of the 50 US states and abroad and has delivered well over 400 paid 
presentation to major corporations, professional associations, conventions, pro-sports teams, 
churches, and leadership conferences.

 

THE DRIVEN UNDERDOG - 6 SUCCESS DRIVERS THAT MOTIVATE AVERAGE PEOPLE TO DO
THE IMPOSSIBLE
In this talk, Edward delivers success principles through storytelling that demonstrates how to achieve accomplishments 
by helping audiences discover what drives them specifically and individually, to succeed. Edward makes this happen by 
taking audiences through the 6 Success Drivers that the most successful of our society use to achieve what others 
would consider impossible. By the end of his talk your audience will walk away with the practical steps needed to make 
better choices and live fearlessly in spite of the odds.

THE HIGH PERFORMANCE M.A.P. – 3 KEYS TO REACHING HIGH PERFORMANCE
Make no mistake, when Edward R. Munoz is on the stage the energy is palpable! He delivers his methods for causing 
high performance results with an exuberance that commands the audience into immediate action while taking them 
through exercises that get them on the court putting his best practices to the test in the moment. After spending time 
with Edward, participants are left with techniques that allow them to get more done and have more fun while doing it! 

LEADER-SHIFT, THE NEW PARADIGM OF LEADERSHIP
Edward R. Munoz combines expertise from his military experiences as a Marine Corps war veteran in the Persian Gulf 
War and over 10 years experience coaching and consulting executives and industry leaders to deliver a dynamic, 
effective and memorable presentation on leadership in this modern era of expansive outreach. Taken from Edward’s 
cutting-edge program, Leader-Shift: The New Paradigm of Leadership, his action-oriented talk reveals new levels of 
leadership that will catalyze a major shift in the fundamental ways organizations create, develop and benefit from 
leaders and the leadership they provide.

LAWS OF TEAMWORK - THE 10 COMMANDMENTS
A highly decorated Marine Corps war veteran shares stories of his combat experience in the Persian Gulf War and the 
lessons learned in taking his real estate company from 5 million in sales to over 100 million in just 3 years. In this 
dynamic presentation, Edward provides leadership and team building insights that will shift your view of yourself, and 
provoke life-altering changes that will inspire your team to reach new levels of sustainable and profitable performance.

For full presentation descriptions and more topics from Edward R. Muñoz  visit  www.EdwardMunoz.com
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